ETOIMS ET127 CONTRA-INDICATIONS

- Understand that this unit is not to be used on patients with cardiac pacemakers or electronic implants or unstable cardiac problems.
- Patients with seizure disorders, history of cerebrovascular accidents including transient ischemic attacks
- Bleeding disorders; tendency to hemorrhage or therapeutically anti-coagulated patients
- Active infections and/or active inflammations
- Open wounds, fractures, near fresh or non-healed surgical incisions
- Acute illnesses, frail /malnourished patients
- Neuroendocrine disorders (e.g. pheochromocytoma)
- Coronary artery disease with angina, hyperkinetic heart syndrome
- Cardiac pacemakers, electronic implants
- Debilitation, Immune compromised patients, organ failures
- Significant profound psychiatric disorder
- Suicidal or homicidal ideas
- Inability to follow commands, disruptive or non-cooperative patients
- Pregnant patients or during birth, area over menstruating uterus
- Those patients with very severe and high levels of pain, pain associated with significant denervation, failed multiple spinal surgeries,
- Multiple narcotics for pain control
- Pain due to autoimmune diseases, central pain or sympathetically maintained pain
- Those with thickened and scarred skin, edema
- Morbid obesity
- Two sides of the body must not be treated simultaneously by 2 separate devices using 2 separate operators.
- Do not use in wet rooms or hydrotherapy rooms.